
 
Stainless Steel Vacuum Sealer

Ultimate Kitchen Launches Discount for Upright Sealer
Michael Weir February 12, 2017

Ultimate Kitchen has announced a 20% discount on their upright food storage
vacuum sealer. The discount will last through the end of March.

(Newswire.net -- February 11, 2017) Coeur d'Alene, Idaho -- Internet marketing has
been a rapidly growing industry with the surge in popularity of online shopping.
Ultimate Kitchen is one ecommerce company that follows popular trends. In doing
so, they have been expanding their online company and tailoring their kitchen
products to a growing customer base. Therefore, they chose to include a line of

vacuum sealing products as the food storage trend is growing. Vacuum sealing allows consumers to save money by
preserving foods for longer. This, along with bulk-purchasing, saves money.

Now through the end of March, the upright vacuum sealer is listed on Amazon for $119.99, a 20% discount. Ultimate
Kitchen first introduced the sealer to their line of kitchen products in 2016. All of the company’s merchandise is featured
exclusively on Amazon. They have chosen to partner with Amazon due to their international ecommerce scope and
reach. Customers that have already purchased the vacuum sealer for food storage have written positive product
reviews on the listing page.

In one Amazon review of the vacuum sealer, buyer JMart said, “I did a lot of research on vacuum sealers before I
purchased because I really didn't want to go with the "name brand" one. I do A LOT of freezer cooking as I want to
make sure I serve a healthy meal even when life gets busy. I wanted a better way to store the meals I make and the
raw foods I buy in bulk. I'm very glad I went with this model and I liked the longer warranty this model had compared to
other brands. It's lightweight without being flimsy and it isn't bulky, flat and wide like the other brands. It doesn't take up
a lot of counter space when I'm vacuum sealing a lot that week and it doesn't take up a lot of room in my lower cabinets
when I'm not. Works perfectly. Thanks so much for a great machine at a great price!”

Ultimate Kitchen’s Upright Vacuum Sealer  is listed on Amazon. The machine is designed with automatic air suction
and sealing in one step. It features multiple settings, to include gentle and moist food settings. It will come with one roll
of plastic vacuum sealer bags that can be stored within the machine. A built in cutter allows for custom sealing food
portions of various sizes. The sealer has a five year product replacement warranty. Shipping will be free for members
of Amazon Prime.

A short instructional video on how to use the vacuum sealer has been posted by Ultimate Kitchen on YouTube. The
video provides a tutorial and describes the features of the machine. It demonstrates vacuum sealing dry foods using
plastic bags sold separately. The machine will also attach to Ultimate Kitchen’s reusable plastic food storage canisters.
They are sold separately in one and two liter sizes.

About Ultimate Home

Ultimate Kitchen branded products are a part of the Ultimate Home collection of high quality kitchen products ranging
from sink soap dispensers, kitchen faucets, chef knives, and food vacuum sealers. Ultimate Kitchen products are
available at Amazon.com and Walmart.com

Ultimate Home

2101 Lakewood Drive 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
United States
support@ultimate-kitchen.com
http://ultimate-kitchen.com
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